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Bob Sweet and Jim Brewer

Texas Tech University Libraries



What is 3D Animation and 
how is it used?

 Two general aspects:

 3D graphics  &

 3D animation

 Some examples …



What this presentation is about …

Why and how should academic 
libraries provision 3D and 

animation technologies, tools, 
and other associated resources for 

campus communities?



Premise:
 Academic libraries provide content, access tools, & resources in 

open-access, interdisciplinary ways – that’s what we’re all about!

 3D animation representations are a new form of content, which 
are often integrated with the access tools

 Existing 3D animation labs in academia …

 Are highly focused, discipline-specific, and have very limited 
resources

 Offer very limited access

 Inhibit interdisciplinary collaboration

 3D animation content is now emerging from most disciplines

 Academic libraries have a role we are not fulfilling. . .  

Until now!



What we did:

 We critically observed increasing trends in 
information representation with 3D animation 
technologies

 We perceived a viable and important role for academic 
libraries

 We proactively pioneered an innovative solution for 
our patrons



How did we pioneer the solution?
 Conducted nearly two years of extensive research
 Completed nine months of implementation, including 

facility remodeling
 Pioneered innovative partnerships with…

 Hardware and software vendors 
 Other universities
 Regional high schools and middle schools

 Formed a Faculty Advisory Group
 Orchestrated a substantial publicity and marketing 

campaign
 Conducted a Grand Opening in September 2007
 Hired two professional animators



What we have:

 8 Intel Macs (with funding to increase to 16 by 
summer—the room will accommodate 24)

 2 dual core 3GHz Xeon processors ( 2 CPUs, ea 2 cores)

 500 GB hard drives

 4 GB RAM

 High quality, high end graphics cards, very high def

 30” high resolution Apple monitors

 Wacom Ituos3  9”x12”  pressure-sensitive drawing tablet



More of what we have…

 35 software applications

 2500 3D models

 3500 textures

 300+ hours of online tutorial instruction

 200+ tutorial DVDs

 50 reference books

 A renderfarm testbed

http://www.library.ttu.edu/3dlab/index.htm

http://www.library.ttu.edu/3dlab/index.htm


















Some of what we wrestled with:
 What should we do, and not do – and why.

 Hardware and software

 Other resources

 Physical space

 Service components

 How should we fund it?

 Initially

 For growth and expansion

 For lifecycle



New active partnerships
 Lubbock Independent School District

 Byron Martin Advanced Technology Center for district 
high school students 

 Advanced 3D animation program with 250+ students

 Resource sharing and workshop collaboration

 Upward Bound program  50+ students

 Project Future program  50+ students

 Calagari Corporation – product donations

 Pixar – product donations

 Apple – extra deep discounts on hardware



Anticipated partnerships  (initial 
contact made, interest expressed)

 Brigham Young University and Sam Houston State 
University Animation Programs – symposia & 
workshops

 Hash Incorporated and Avalanche/Disney – product 
donations and symposia

 TTU Forensics Institute – resource sharing

 Regional public high schools – TTU-sponsored 
summer 3D animation camp



The road ahead 
for us at TTU

 Develop short videos “at different levels” for each 
product we offer which help users get started.

 Develop workshops and short courses for specific 
software and across multiple applications –
introductory and advanced

 Chart a course for expansion of services



Problems in the 3D and 
animation industries

 Software vendors strongly influence 3D web sites and 
forums. 

 Forums for education, primarily focusing on the teaching 
of 3D techniques, are difficult to come by. 

 When software vendors run forums, they tend to narrow 
the focus on using only their products, instead of 
promoting cooperative ways varieties of software could 
work together, or looking at general concepts and problems 
which can be satisfied by a number of software tools.



The road ahead 
for libraries and campus IT groups

generally

 We need a web forum where educators, librarians, and 
IT professionals can work together.

 We need to be able to present learning tasks and 
problem solutions without strict regard to which 
product is being used.



What all of this means
 Academic libraries, in close collaboration with campus IT 

groups and others, need to embrace 3D animation 
technologies to better support their campus communities.

 Libraries, in particular, have a predefined role, by virtue of 
our professional mission, to provision content and tools  
for this burgeoning medium for information.

 We need to strategically and deliberately incorporate it into 
our thinking, our planning, and our budgeting.

 For increasing percentages of our patrons, we are already 
behind and need to catch up.



Questions?
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